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COMPANY OVERVIEW Intercontinental Exchange Inc. (ICE) is a global operator of regulated exchanges, clearing houses and data services for financial and commodities markets. Under its global marketplaces, ICE trades and clears a broad range of securities and derivatives contracts across major asset classes, including energy and agricultural commodities, interest rates, equities, equity derivatives, credit derivatives, bonds and currencies. ICE’s regulated exchanges include: Futures exchanges in the United States, United Kingdom, Canada, Singapore and Europe; three securities exchanges and two equity options exchanges. In addition, ICE operates over-the-counter markets for physical energy and credit default swaps. ICE strives to offer liquid markets by bringing buyers and sellers together through widely distributed electronic trading platforms. ICE is also a leading provider of data services and market insight related to their core business. ICE’s proprietary data is sold to data vendors through a subscription service. ICE derives its revenues geographically as follows: United States (63.7%), and Developed Europe (36.3%). INVESTMENT THESIS ICE is currently trading at a 9.32% discount its 3 year forward P/E historical average discount of the competitor group of NDAQ, CME, and CBOE. Historically, ICE has traded at a 1.71% discount to the composite group but now sits at an 11.03% discount. ICE became undervalued to competitors primarily because of a relatively rare earnings miss in 3Q 2015 by -0.34%. Although the miss was small, it came at a time where all of ICE’s competitors beat earnings estimates by an average surprise of +2.76%. Along with this, investor speculation forced ICE’s share price to reach a standstill because of the company’s terms to purchase Interactive Data Corp. At a price of $5.2 billion, some investors felt that ICE overpaid for IDC. Despite this, we believe that investors are unfairly devaluing ICE to competitors without fully considering the rapid growth of the Data Services market as well as the immediate impact IDC will have upon ICE’s financials. Going forward, ICE will be driven back to fair value through a successful integration with IDC in its business as well as further penetration of the Data Services area by means of SuperDerivatives. These catalysts will bring ICE back to its 3 year forward P/E average discount to comps, representing a P/E multiple of 21.49x, resulting in a target price of $304.62, and a total return of 16.66%, including a 1.19% dividend.



Sector Outperform Recommendation: BUY Key Statistics: Price Return Shares O/S (mm) Market Cap (mm)



$263.80 16.66% 118.7 $3,312



52 Week Low 52 Week High Yield Book Value Per Share



$205.57 $266.74 1.19% $112.44



1 Year Price Graph:



Earnings History: Fiscal Year September Quarters 4Q14 1Q15 2Q15 3Q15



EPS



Δ Rev. YoY



Δ Price



$2.59 $3.06 $2.90 $2.91



+30.72% -8.80% +6.27% +9.53%



+12.99% +7.18% -3.17% +4.10%



Earnings Projections: Year 2014 2015 (Q4e) 2016e 2017e



Q1 $2.60 $3.06 $3.45 $3.94



Q2 $2.10 $2.90 $3.52 $4.07



Q3 $2.15 $2.91 $3.55 $4.02



Q4 $2.59 $3.01 $3.65 $4.03



Total $9.44 $11.88 $14.17 $16.06



All prices current at end of previous trading sessions from date of report. Data is sourced from local exchanges via CapIQ, Bloomberg and other vendors. The William C. Dunkelberg Owl fund does and seeks to do business with companies covered in its research reports.



Spring 2016 CATALYSTS Interactive Data Corp. Acquisition (IDC) On October 26th, 2015, ICE announced that it was acquiring Interactive Data Corp (IDC) for $5.2 billion. However, it was not until mid-December 2015 that the acquisition was completed and IDC’s financials would begin to consolidate with ICE’s pre-existing businesses. The acquisition was intended to expand upon ICE’s data services business, which, as of 3Q 2015, comprised of approximately 26% of company revenue, but is by far its largest area for future potential growth as it has grown 29% YoY. IDC’s business model includes the following services: corporate bond valuations, data collection and distribution, and valuations of thinly traded solutions. Thus, the acquisition will allow ICE to further penetrate a growing fixed income trading market which is expected to have a strong 2016 in terms of volume because of hedging investors and a poor outlook in equities. Due to IDC already having an operating platform, the acquisition will be able to immediately provide financial benefits to ICE. Pricing and reference data will represent ~70% of revenue derived from IDC and trading solutions will represent the other ~30%. Going forward, the acquisition is expected to have $150 million in annual cost synergies as well as 25% expense savings in 2016, and 90% expense savings by the end of 2018. Management has stated that IDC alone will increase earnings for ICE by >5%. However, we believe that management is being relatively conservative in these estimates and earnings growth from IDC will oust expectations. On a macroeconomic level, we believe that a large shift from equities to fixed income products will increase total subscriptions for the area, which is extremely sticky as it has 98% recurring revenue. This shift will be due to investors needing to rehedge positions as well as rebalancing. Furthermore, interest rate uncertainty will continue to benefit fixed income trading as the Fed speculates on further rate hikes. ICE also has a proven track record of being successful in integrating acquisitions, as it has proved on the implementation of the NYSE into its business. Lastly, we believe the extensive growth potential of the area of business is being overlooked by investors because it is relatively untapped. It is estimated that the big data technology and services market will grow at a 3 year forward CAGR of 26.4%. As the need for information heightens, as will the need for analytics on that information. ICE already has a position as market leader for data analytics and should be able to take advantage of secular trends that will be driving data demand going forward. SuperDerivatives OTC Growth ICE acquired SuperDerivatives in 4Q of 2014 in an all cash transaction for $350 million. The acquisition almost immediately represented 25% growth in the company’s Data Services area. SuperDerivatives serves as a provider of market data, risk analytics, and cloud based derivatives data. More importantly in terms of growth, SuperDerivatives also operates as SDeX, which is a front office multi-asset OTC trading platform that allows traders to execute trades at the best available prices without having to browse through multiple platforms. SDeX is paired with DGX, a platform that allows for further user friendliness and social media connections. SuperDerivatives operates in the Americas, Europe, and Asia-Pacific. Essentially, SuperDerivatives is the Bloomberg of options, futures, and commodities. Of the purposes of SuperDerivatives, the most primary is that of managing the risks associated with price volatility. Combined with the infrastructure and current data services expertise possessed by ICE, we see SuperDerivatives as an area of robust growth. A great deal of fixed income trading is still done manually, leaving a very open space for large amounts of market share to be claimed. As of the conclusion of 2014, only 45% of fixed income trading volume was done through electronic exchanges. This number is expected to shift to 62% by the conclusion of 2016. We believe that investors are not factoring this growth into ICE’s share price currently because of tepid results in the past couple of years for electronic trading of fixed income securities. However, after we see SuperDerivatives having a comparative advantage in the market because of its newfound economies of scale since being acquired by ICE. Having a pre-existing market and infrastructure, ICE will be able to lower the costs for both clients and itself through synergies going forward, expected to be >$100 million. These synergies will mitigate the strict capital requirements of an industry that has had its margins pressured for years.
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Spring 2016 POSITIVES RISKS Market Volatility Interest Rates Participants in the markets for ICE products, including energy and agricultural commodities, financial and equity derivatives and other securities, trade pursuant to a range of trading strategies. Trading volume is driven primarily by the degree of volatility - the magnitude and frequency of fluctuations - in prices and interest rates of the underlying commodities, indices, benchmarks or other measures. Volatility increases the need to hedge contractual price risk and creates opportunities for speculative or arbitrage trading. December 2015 ADV numbers reflected an increase in total financial contracts of 30% and an increase in futures and options contracts of 17% year over year. Moving forward, we expect to see this trend continue throughout FY 2016 as investors rebalance portfolios due to the recent downturn in the energy markets and Chinese economic slowdown. With consensus estimates pointing towards oil prices continuing to slide and investors moving out of positions with exposure to China, the added increase in volume will result in higher transaction and clearing revenue. Interest Rate Uncertainty Through its subsidiaries, NYSE and ICE Futures Europe, the company offers the ability to trade and manage risk in interest rates, the largest futures asset class. Uncertainty of future interest rates drives trading volume resulting in higher transaction and clearing revenues. In 2015, the Federal Reserve raised rates to 0.25% and announced its intentions to raise interest rates three times throughout FY 2016. The Bank of England also speculated on rate hikes in 2015 along with other central banks due to global economic slowdowns. The announcements by banks cause investors to adjust their positions, resulting in increases in ADV. Such a reaction can be depicted in ICE’s ADV for interest rate instruments, which rose 30% YoY in 4Q 2015. We expect to see ADV continue to increase through 2016 as investors speculate on rate changes throughout the year. Stability of Business After the market experienced a turbulent market during the course of 2015, ICE was able to appreciate in share price by 17.74%. Such performance is an indication of the stability of ICE’s business. Having approximately 44% of the business be subscription-based allows ICE to experience steady revenue growth, as well as hedging it from adverse economic events. Secondly, the volume oriented end of the business also realizes a relatively stable increase of revenues despite what market factors may be negatively impacting investors. For such reasons, ICE is seen as a strong performer, no matter the macroeconomic headwinds that the economy may face.
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ICE has exposure to market risk for changes in interest rates relating to its cash and cash equivalents, short-term investments, short-term and long term restricted cash and investments, and indebtedness. A hypothetical decrease in long term interest rates to zero bps would decrease annual pretax earnings from the investment portfolio by $1 million. As of September 30, 2015, ICE has $3.5 billion in outstanding debt, of which, $1.3 billion bears interest at fluctuating rates. A hypothetical 100 bps increase in long term interest rates would decrease annual pre-tax earnings by $13 million. FX Risk A significant portion of ICE’s assets, liabilities, revenues and expenses are denominated in Pounds Sterling or Euros. For the first 9 months of 2015, 14% of ICE’s consolidated revenues, less transaction-based expenses, were denominated in pounds sterling or euros and 11% of its consolidated expenses were denominated in pounds sterling or euros. As the pound sterling or euro exchange rate changes, the U.S. equivalent of revenues and expenses denominated in foreign currencies changes accordingly. ICE had foreign currency transaction losses of $10 million for the first 9 months of 2015, primarily attributable to the fluctuations of the pound sterling and euro relative to the U.S. dollar, which strengthened. ICE entered into foreign currency hedging transactions during the nine and three months ended September 30, 2015 and 2014 as economic hedges to hedge a portion of its foreign currency transaction exposure. MOATS Market Share & Economies of Scale In order for other companies to take advantage of trading, they first must develop or buy trading platforms. Developing a trading platform can be extremely difficult, as such platforms as the NASDAQ or NYSE are already so recognizable and used. Buying an existing platform is extremely expensive, for example, ICE bought the NYSE in 2013 for $8.2 billion. Furthermore, ICE is able to take advantage of its economies of scale by being a more cost effective supplier for clients, due to its integration in a wide variety of markets and business models.
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Spring 2016 SEGMENT OVERVIEW Security & Commodity Exchanges ICE operates with one segment; Security & Commodity Exchanges, which encompasses revenues derived from transaction and clearing fees, data services fees, listing fees and other revenue. Through its subsidiaries, the company owns and operates seven clearing houses and eleven exchanges, trading nine different classes of assets including futures and options contracts for commodities, interest rates, and equities. Transaction/Clearing Fees (56% of 3Q 2015 Revenues) The segment consists of fees collected from derivatives trading and clearing, U.S. cash trading and U.S. equity options. ICE earns fees from both counterparties to each contract that is traded and/or cleared. Revenues for per-contract fees are driven by the number of trades executed and fees charged per contract. The acquisition of the New York Stock Exchange in November 2013 added clearing fee revenues from executing and clearing trades based on interest rate, agriculture and equity derivatives futures and options. The company holds the largest energy contract in the world with the ICE Brent crude futures contract, a derivative of the ICE Brent Index. It also operates the world’s second largest market for trading in West Texas Intermediate, or WTI, crude oil futures, as measured by the volume of contracts traded in 2014. Data Services (26% of 3Q 2015 Revenues) Data Services primarily includes terminal and license fees received from data vendors in exchange for the provision of real-time futures price information and market data access fees. Market data fees are charged to data vendors on a monthly basis based on the number and type of terminals they have carrying futures data. Each data vendor pays an annual license fee. Data services fee revenues also include market data access fees charged to customers that trade on the electronic platform. The market data access amount for each company is based on the number of users at each company trading on the electronic platform. Listing Fees (12% of 3Q 2015 Revenues) The area consists of original listing fees paid by issuers to list the initial securities on the various cash markets, other listing fees related to other corporate actions (including stock splits, sales of additional securities and merger and acquisitions), annual listing fees paid by companies whose financial instruments are listed on the cash markets, and other services provided to listed companies and other companies. Other Revenue (6% of 3Q 2015 Revenues) Other Revenue is comprised of technology services revenues, regulatory fees charged to member organizations of the securities markets, facility and other fees provided to specialists, brokers and clerks physically located on the securities markets that enable them to engage in the purchase and sale of securities on the trading floor.
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Spring 2016 INDUSTRY OVERVIEW The Stock & Commodity Exchange sub-industry falls within the Specialized Finance industry. The sub-industry is composed of financial intermediaries that provide physical trading floors or electronic marketplaces where buyers and sellers arrange trades in securities, commodities, and related contracts. Other primary activities of the industry are providing market data, listing services, and technology services. As far as demand is concerned, the key economic drivers of the sub-industry are corporate profit, investor uncertainty, personal savings rates, and regulations for investments. The sub-industry is largely volume oriented as it is a low capital, ‘fee for service’ type market. Competitive Landscape In all, the Stock & Commodity Exchange area is highly concentrated in the United States. As of the conclusion of 2015, the largest companies in the sub-industry had the following market shares for US equities trading: OTC [includes dark pool] (33.7%), NYSE (24.2%), NASDAQ (15.3%), BATS (12.5%), Direct Edge (10.1%), and Other (4.3%). Smaller companies with less market share tend to focus on niche areas of the marketplace to gain traction. The sub-industry concentration is primarily due to the complex infrastructure that is required to operate an exchange, as well as the extensive amounts of regulation. Profitability Approximately 66% of industry revenue is traced to commodity contracts, about 15% is associated with listing services, and trading & clearing system services making up 5% of industry revenue. Other sources of revenue generally include data products, financial indexes, information services, and public company services. The structure of revenue is generally marked as a subscription-based system, such as listings and data services, or as ‘fee for service’ for areas such as transaction clearing. Due to this, the source of revenue is relatively stable. The sub-industry is able to benefit from very high margins, with company profit margins generally falling in the range of 12-35%. Margins are strong greatly in part to the area not being too capital intensive and the cost effectiveness of electronic exchanges. M&A There is a relatively strong Mergers & Acquisitions environment with the Stock & Commodity Exchange sub-industry. Although there is not sufficient data to quantify the topic, exchanges will often purchase one another in order to gain or sustain market share. Companies in the sub-industry often carry excess capital making them consistently in the market for M&A.
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Spring 2016



TARGET PRICE We were able to calculate ICE’s target price by taking the average 3 Year Forward P/E discount to competitors and applying it to the current Forward P/E spread in order to find our target P/E multiple of 21.49x. Using this multiple, we applied NTM EPS estimates of $14.17 to find a target price of $304.62. Factoring in a dividend yield of 1.19%, we calculated a total capital return of 16.66% on the investment.



TARGET PRICE= $304.62 Historical Mean Spread= -1.72% Current Spread= -11.02% NTM EPS = $14.17



PEER GROUP IDENTIFICATION NASDAQ (NDAQ): The NASDAQ Stock Market, commonly known as the NASDAQ, is an American stock exchange. It is the second-largest exchange in the world by market capitalization, behind only the New York Stock Exchange. ICE owns the NYSE, making the NASDAQ an appropriate comp. CME Group (CME): CME Group Inc. is an American futures company and one of the largest options and futures exchanges. It owns and operates large derivatives and futures exchanges in Chicago and New York City, as well as online trading platforms. CBOE Holdings (CBOE): CBOE is the holding company for Chicago Board Options Exchange (CBOE), the CBOE Futures Exchange (CFE), and other subsidiaries. CBOE, the largest U.S. options exchange and creator of listed options, offers equity, index and ETP options, including proprietary products, such as S&P 500 options (SPX), the most active U.S. index option, and options and futures on the CBOE Volatility Index (the VIX Index).



FINANCIALS Revenue Revenue in FY 2014 for ICE was $3.09 billion. Intercontinental Exchange’s full year revenue has grown at a CAGR of 26.87% over the past three years. The steep increase in revenues can greatly be attributed to the company’s acquisition of the NYSE at the end of 2012. Additionally, the sell-off of businesses such as Nyfix, Wombat, and Metabit helped generate a good deal of revenues for the company in the past couple years. ICE has only one segment of Security & Commodity Exchanges, but its revenues and associated portion of total revenue for 3Q 2015 can be broken down as follows: Global Derivatives/Cash Equities (56%), Data Services (26%), Listings (12%), and Other (6%). Looking at a more detailed viewpoint, the Global Derivatives/Cash Equities area is highly volume driven, while Data Services and Listings are subscription-based revenues for ICE. Over the course of the past year, Energy and Oil contracts have been a source of growth for ICE due to heightened volumes. As of 3Q 2015, Energy contract revenues were up 5% YoY, and Oil contracts were up 21% YoY. Furthermore, short term interest rate contract volumes due to Fed speculation resulted in ICE experiencing 30% higher fees YoY for 3Q 2015. Looking forward, ICE is expected to be able to augment total revenue at a 3 year forward CAGR of 5.53%. The growth is largely expected to come through the company’s IDC acquisition, with management even saying that the acquisition will allow the company to add an additionally 5% in earnings in 2016. Moreover, ICE is expected to benefit from a variety of factors that should increase trade volumes including: speculation on fixed income products due to interest rates, hedging and rebalancing efforts due to a volatile commodities market, and an overall increase in demand for real-time analytics.
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Spring 2016 Margins Net Margin ICE has expanded its net margin by 1,261 basis points year over year from 13.28% in 3Q 2014 to 26.33% in 3Q 2015, in line with its comp group average. The expansion primarily stems from synergy realizations and increases in rates per contract. The company realized nearly $290 million or well over 50% of targeted synergies as of the end of 2014. This was largely due to the seamless integration of two companies, the divestiture of noncore businesses and an accelerated reduction of contractors and outsourced services during the fourth quarter. In 2015, ICE saw $110 million to $115 million in synergies as a result of the completion of the Liffe transition to ICE Futures Europe and continued efforts to complete the integration of NYSE corporate operations. The company also recorded increases in rates per contract from an improving product mix, added over 100 new energy products and over 30 new interest rate and equity derivatives products. We expect to see net margin continue to expand as the company continues to realize synergies from the SuperDerivatives and IDC acquisitions and increases in ADV from continued volatility in the markets. Operating Margin Operating margin has averaged 51.66% over a 5-year period ending December 2014. Expenses during 3Q 2015 declined 2% to $337 million and adjusted operating margins expanded 5 points to 59%.During 3Q 2015, the company saw a 4% increase in compensation and benefit as a result of higher bonus accruals to reflect results expected to be delivered for the full-year 2015. Professional services expenses as well as SG&A and rent expenses declined double-digit year-to-year as ICE continues to integrate the NYSE. Finally, strategic investments caused technology and D&A expenses to increase modestly compared to 3Q 2015. Moving forward, management estimates the IDC acquisition will result in approximately $150 million in annual cost synergies with 25% realized within the first year. We expect to see operating margin continue to expand as the company realizes these synergies along with further integration of SuperDerivatives.
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Spring 2016 Earnings ICE has beaten earnings estimates 11 out of the last 12 quarters by an average surprise of +3.6%. The company beat 3Q 2015 revenue estimates by $4.45 million, reporting $816 million (+10% Y/Y), but narrowly missed EPS estimates by $.01, reporting $2.91, up 24% YoY. While revenues grew, adjusted operating expenses declined 2% year over year to $337 million. The company also saw $6 million in expenses derived from NYSE integration costs. Operating expenses were slightly above guidance due to an increase in bonus accruals for the full-year reflecting management's expectation of exceeding 2015 financial objectives with notable strength in commodities and data services business. Despite the miss, share price rose 0.8% on the news. Consensus estimates for 4Q 2015 Revenue and EPS are $868.2 million and $3.01, respectively. Management released capital expenditures guidance of $150 million - $200 million stemming from the IDC acquisition. We expect ICE to beat estimates as ADV for 4Q 2015 was up 11.04% from interest rate speculations and continued volatility in the energy markets. The company also has a strong track record of integration and saw a 5% price run up after releasing 4Q 2014 earnings that showed the acquisition of SuperDerivatives almost immediately represented 25% growth in the company’s Data Services area. We expect the acquisition of IDC, increases in ADV and continued growth from SuperDerivatives to result in the company beating earnings estimates and continuing to grow earnings through FY 2016. Shareholder Returns ICE has a strong history of returning value to its shareholders. In FY 2014, ICE repurchased 3,231,484 shares of common stock at a cost of $645 million. During the first nine months of 2015, ICE repurchased 2,635,974 shares of common stock at a cost of $605 million. In September 2014, ICE entered into a trading plan that allowed management to repurchase common stock based on certain parameters, the plan expired on December 31st 2015, however management expects to review future stock repurchase plans and implement them through a combination of cash on hand, future cash flows and debt. In the first 9 months of 2015, ICE returned $847 million to investors through a combination of dividends and share buybacks. With October buybacks and dividends, ICE expects to return just over $1 billion to investors in 2015, up from $944 million in 2014. ICE announced a quarterly dividend of $0.75 for Q4 2015, which represented a 15% increase from the $.65 quarterly dividend that ICE has been paying investors since December 2013. Going forward, we expect ICE to continue to return value to shareholders through its share repurchase program and growth in dividend policy. Debt ICE currently has a Total Debt / Equity ratio of 28.2%. The Total Debt / Equity ratio for ICE in the past three years is as such: 2012: 30.8%, 2013: 39.8%, and 2014: 34.2%. The company has a relatively low risk of defaulting on debts due to its ability to generate cash through its core businesses. Specifically, ICE pulled in approximately $770 million in operating cash flow for the 1H of 2015 and had $700 million in unrestricted cash during the same period. For example, no debt was issued by ICE in its acquisition of NYSE in 2012, despite the deal being worth $8.2 billion. ICE holds no debt that is rated below A-1, representing the company’s ability to generate strong cash flows going forward. The competitor average for Total Debt / Equity is 26.3%, with NASDAQ having a 42.1% ratio and CME a 10.5%. Concerning CME, the company is historically run on a low debt structure that has not surpassed 13.5% in the past 6 years. NASDAQ, which has a more similar acquisition model in comparison to ICE, carries a higher debt. Going forward, it would not be of great surprise for ICE to increase its debt position if the company sees an attractive acquisition opportunity.
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Spring 2016 Industry Specific Average Daily Volume (ADV) Due to the fact that approximately 56% of ICE’s revenue is volume-based, it is essential to be attentive to the metric of Average Daily Volume (ADV). The metric seeks to track which commodities or financial instruments are showing the most signs of growth. Simply, the higher the volume, the higher the revenue for ICE. In the company’s most recent period of 4Q 2015, the results were impressive. Total oil ADV grew 5% YoY for ICE, largely in part to a volatile oil market that required investors to re-hedge their respective positions as well as rebalance their portfolios. Total energy ADV was down slightly by 1% YoY, largely driven by a decrease in natural gas trading by 8%. Overall, commodity trading grew 2% YoY for ICE. Furthermore, Interest Rate instrument trading volumes were up 30% YoY for 4Q 2015. The increase in volume was largely in part to the Fed’s decision to raise interest rates by 25 bps in December 2015. For ADV, uncertainty is more beneficial for interest rate product volumes to increase rather than a sure statement by the Fed because it adds to the total number of trades necessary for investors to correctly allocate their positions. All in all, ADV for 4Q 2015 was up 11.04%. Going forward, we expect ADV for ICE to increase for a variety of reasons. From a macro perspective, further uncertainty about Fed rate hikes will benefit total volume on interest rate products. Furthermore, the full implementation of IDC and SuperDerivatives into ICE’s business model will allow the company to exploit the volatile commodity markets going forward. Mergers & Acquisitions ICE has a relatively acquisition driven business model, as it always sees itself as a potential purchaser of other companies that complement their current positions. It would not be surprising for the company to make an acquisition in the next year because of its ability to generate cash effectively. On October 26th 2015, ICE entered into a definitive agreement to acquire Interactive Data Holdings Corporation, a leading provider of financial market data, analytics and related trading solutions for $5.2 billion. The breakdown of how ICE paid for the acquisition is as follows: $3.65 billion in cash and $1.55 billion in common stock. ICE figures to benefit from synergies through building on its global market data growth strategy by expanding the markets served, adding technology platforms and increasing new data and valuation services. ICE entered into an agreement with BGC group in November of 2015 to buy subsidiary Trayport for $650 million. The deal is expected to close in the first quarter of 2016, and will be paid for 100% through an equity issue comprising approximately 2.5 million shares of common stock. London based Trayport has developed technology that helps brokers and energy producers trade power, natural gas and coal products in Europe. While ICE already dominates European energy trading, the acquisition of Trayport will expand its reach in the less-regulated over the counter energy markets. As part of ICE, Trayport will offer customers access to a broader range of risk management and analytics services as the OTC markets evolve. It will benefit from ICE’s global technology infrastructure and its expertise in managing secure data. In addition, as energy markets in Asia continue to develop, ICE expects to extend the platform to support the development of these OTC markets. ICE acquired SuperDerivatives in 4Q 2014 for approximately $350 million in an all cash transaction. SuperDerivatives is one of the leading providers of market data, risk analytics, valuation services and cloud-based derivatives data in the world with operations across the Americas, Europe and Asia-Pacific. The acquisition has helped ICE expand its presence in the technology services market and extend its clearing and data capabilities.
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Spring 2016 VALUATION ICE became undervalued to competitors following a miss in 3Q 2015 earnings by -0.34% while its competitors beat earnings estimates by an average surprise of +2.76%. Investors reacted negatively to the price paid for IDC and forced ICE’s share price to reach trade relatively flat. At a price of $5.2 billion, investors believed ICE overpaid for the company. ICE is currently trading at a 9.32% discount to its 3 year forward P/E historical average discount of the competitor group of NDAQ, CME, and CBOE. Historically, ICE has traded at a 1.71% discount to the composite group but now sits at an 11.03% discount. We believe investors are unfairly devaluing ICE to competitors without fully considering the rapid growth of the Data Services market as well as the immediate impact IDC will have upon ICE’s financials. Going forward, the company will be driven back to fair value through a successful integration of IDC along with further penetration of the Data Services area by means of SuperDerivatives. These catalysts will bring ICE back to its 3 year forward P/E average discount to comps, representing a P/E multiple of 21.49x, resulting in a target price of $304.62, and a total return of 16.66% including a 1.19% dividend. Target Price Calculation



Historical 3 Year Forward P/E to Competitors
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Spring 2016 APPENDIX Comps Table



ADV 1H 2015 Compared to 1H 2014



Expense Synergies
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Spring 2016



ADV 4Q 2015 vs. 4Q 2014
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Spring 2016 DISCLAIMER This report is prepared strictly for educational purposes and should not be used as an actual investment guide. The forward looking statements contained within are simply the author’s opinions. The writer does not own any Intercontinental Exchange stock. TUIA STATEMENT Established in honor of Professor William C. Dunkelberg, former Dean of the Fox School of Business, for his tireless dedication to educating students in “real-world” principles of economics and business, the William C. Dunkelberg (WCD) Owl Fund will ensure that future generations of students have exposure to a challenging, practical learning experience. Managed by Fox School of Business graduate and undergraduate students with oversight from its Board of Directors, the WCD Owl Fund’s goals are threefold:   



Provide students with hands-on investment management experience Enable students to work in a team-based setting in consultation with investment professionals. Connect student participants with nationally recognized money managers and financial institutions



Earnings from the fund will be reinvested net of fund expenses, which are primarily trading and auditing costs and partial scholarships for student participants.
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